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Learning Objectives 

1.  Discuss the value of streamlining quality checks.  
It's a counter-intuitive truth that more checking 
doesn't necessarily drive better quality, and we 
often find that the opposite is true: too much 
checking gives a false sense of security. 

2.  Learn about the change management challenges 
that teams overcame in applying counter-intuitive 
logic to improve quality outcomes while reducing 
quality checking. 

3.  Integrate key concepts of Lean (value and flow) 
with key concepts of Six Sigma (Sampling), all with 
the common foundation of Deming Quality Theory 
to tie the solution together! 



Nik Wallenda 

Who is Nik Wallenda? 



Nik Wallenda 

Nik is accountable for his performance. 



A Quality Checking Story… 2007 

$0            $100,000             $1 million + 

Long-term disability claims have 
substantial financial risk. 
 

So… they checked 100% over $100k. 
 

Data analysis found:  
$300,000 of annual checking labor to 
find -$2,500 in financial impact! 



Another Group: Peer Checking… 2014 

80-person operational team: 
Time study showed 52% of work was 
checked, with 28% of total work time 
spent on checking. 

 

Total cost: 80 FTE x 28% = 22 FTE! 



Peer Checking Disadvantages 



Peer Checking Disadvantages 

Groundhog Day: our peer-checkers find 
and fix (most of) today’s problems, but we 
are doomed to repeat them tomorrow! 



Quality Sampling Principles 

All work should have some chance of 
being checked (to drive individual 
accountability) 
 

But individuals should know the 
work is likely to go right out the door 
(no safety net!) 
 

Sample sizes for checking should be 
statistically calculated to deliver an 
appropriate precision of resulting 
quality measurements by (at least) 
work type, client, team, & individual 



Only Measuring Individuals 



Only Measuring Individuals 



Initial Pre-Sampling of 4 Task Types 

Defective rates were higher than expected. 
 
Defects are being found and fixed at a cost 
of 22 FTE.  But are we finding all of them? 
 
* NBENRER needs greater sample size (rare task) 

Created scoring checklists; still peer checking: 



Sampling Strategy 

Lots of sources for 
sampling equations. 

Use software…! 

One for continuous data, one for discrete… 



Approach 

Calculate the minimum sample size per 
month (usually…), in order to get: 
-  Appropriate precision by individual for 

purposes of an annual review 
-  Appropriate precision by client for 

quarterly reviews and/or required 
service-level reporting 

-  Appropriate precision by task type 
every month at a team level, for: 
-  Trending of performance 
-  Ongoing monitoring 
-  Root cause analysis of defects 



Example: High Volume Tasks 

Lowers checking of high-volume work… 



Example: Low Volume Tasks 

But checks a higher percentage of low-volume work! 



Finally! 

Set a random generator to apply the 
selection percentage by task type; 
apply that test immediately to every 
completed task (systematic sampling). 
 

Conduct regular checks to make sure 
we have selected enough samples for 
appropriate client and individual 
reporting, and over-sample (randomly) 
in stratified groups as needed. 
 

Use the data for root cause analysis 
and performance management! 



Deming’s Point 



Conclusions 

Quality checking should be used to 
measure and improve the process.  Its 
purpose is in driving accountability for 
performance and finding and fixing 
root causes of defects.  
 
Quality checking should not be used 
as a safety net!  That actually makes 
quality worse instead of better by 
driving a false sense of security. 



Discussion of Learning Objectives 

1.  Discuss the value of streamlining quality checks.  
It's a counter-intuitive truth that more checking 
doesn't necessarily drive better quality, and we 
often find that the opposite is true: too much 
checking gives a false sense of security. 

2.  Learn about the change management challenges 
that teams overcame in applying counter-intuitive 
logic to improve quality outcomes while reducing 
quality checking. 

3.  Integrate key concepts of Lean (value and flow) 
with key concepts of Six Sigma (Sampling), all with 
the common foundation of Deming Quality Theory 
to tie the solution together! 
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